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1. Executive Summary

Netflix is the world's leading Internet television network with 37 million members

in 40 countries enjoying more than one billion hours of TV shows and movies per

month (Source: Netflix.com). The team Netflixers is engaged to help reveal existing

problems on Netflix, and to identify methods for offering more engaging social

experience, fostering user activities, and finding ways to enhance robust and

productive relationships between users’ watching experience and social interactions

on Netflix.

The team Netflixers began the project by conducting six interviews with current

Netflix users, and reviewed various competitive streaming websites. The team also

designed a questionnaire and distributed the survey, which got 144 responds. We

provided our design ideas as wireframes to help Netflix position itself for the next

steps in the evolution of offering users better social experience and general streaming

experience.

We formulated findings and design implications based on the ability of Netflix to

realistically address them, and the impact on user’s social experience on Netflix. This

report presents our key findings and design implications about goals & roles, norm

and incentive.

Goals and motivations have great influence on what users expect from Netflix

and how they interact with the system as well as other users. Three major goals are

identified when Netflix users are consuming the content. We recommend that the

current social features on Netflix could be redesigned to satisfy different types of
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users’ needs and to help them achieve their goals.

Users are concerned about sharing watching histories on Netflix to a wide range

of friends, but Netflix’s current social setting failed to offer users a “gray area” between

“sharing to all friends” and “not sharing at all”. We recommend that Netflix could ask

for users’ permissions before posting their watching history to their Facebook friends.

It could also embed some system mechanisms to allow users to share to specific

friends or a small group of friends instead of to the general public.

Last but not least, the current Netflix system fails to offer users with incentives to

interact with the system, such as rating and writing reviews. We recommend Netflix to

provide users with convenient ways to view and add comments to a movie / show, and

with better representation and recognition.

Based on the these findings and recommendations, we came up with several

redesign ideas, including creating a profile page, adding a “follow” feature,

redesigning homepage and review feature, managing users’ watching behaviors and

preferences, adding reputation features, and importing an “interest group” feature.
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2. Introduction

2.1 Background of Netflix

Netflix is the world's leading Internet television network with 37 million members

in 40 countries enjoying more than one billion hours of TV shows and movies per

month. By its unique model, Netflix is able to provide registered users with more than

100,000 movies and TV shows. Netflix members can instantly stream unlimited

movies and television shows via a wide range of devices such as: computers, smart

TVs, mobile devices.

Netflix emphasizes the recommendation system and has invested a lot to it, in

terms of the accuracy and relevancy of the recommendation algorithm. Netflix claims

that 75 percent of viewer activity is driven by recommendation. This means that a

majority of its users never actually search for a movie to watch, instead they simply

browse through their homepage of recommendations generated by Netflix.

To broaden its user base and embracing the increasing needs for social

interactions, since March of 2013, Netflix partnered with Facebook so that users can

link their Netflix and Facebook pages and improve their recommendations. This new

Facebook integration opt-in feature, adds two new carousel navigation to a user’s

homepage using social suggestions based on what their Facebook friends have

watched and rated recently. By integrating with Facebook, Netflix continues to grow

through social media.
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2.2 Current System Description and Check List

Items

The current homepage of Netflix provides a large number of recommendations

for registered users based on what they’ve viewed, searched for, or rated, as well as

the time, data, and device. As is shown in the screenshot (See figure 1: Current Netflix

Homepage), My list and Top 10 for the user are displayed above the page fold. At the

same time, Popular on Netflix, Facebook Friends’ Favorites and more customized

recommendations are presented below the page fold. Thus while users scrolling down

and scanning the recommended items, they will be able to explore the streaming TV

shows and movies offered by Netflix.

From the Movie/Show Details page (See Figure2), users can view the synopsis

and the general information about the movie/show. It allows users to rate movie/show,

as well as adding/removing the movie from the list. Once users scroll down to the

section of Member Reviews, they can browse reviews and ratings from other users

and write anonymous reviews on the same page. However, while users can easily

mark reviews as Helpful, Not Helpful and Inappropriate, and discover the helpfulness

of each review, they won’t be able to figure out who wrote the reviews and what they

are interested about. Failing to provide the user information on the Movie/Show

Details page next to the reviews discourages users from writing more insightful and

helpful reviews and making more contribution to the collaborative system (See figure

3: Current Member Reviews on Movie/Show Details Page).

Now on Netflix, users do not have profile pages that indicate their watching
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preferences and watching history (See figure 4: Current Profile Page). Instead, users

have to go to Taste Profile page from the global navigation in order to view their taste

preferences, what they've rated and the reviews they've wrote in the past.

Users can access the Taste Profile from the global navigation. Users are asked to

rate on “Rate Shows & Movies” page, choose their preferences on “Taste

Preferences” page, look at their Netflix activities on “What You've Rated” page and

“Your Reviews” page. The system generates recommendations based on users’

choices of genres they are interested in and the ratings they gave for movies (See

figure 6: “What You've Rated” Page). But the Taste Profile function failed to display

users’ reputation and interactions with others. It doesn’t’ even show how many people

vote your review as “useful” (See figure 7: “Your Reviews’” Page).

Figure 1: Current Netflix Homepage
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Figure 2: Current Movie/Show Details Page

Figure 3: Current Member Reviews on Movie/Show Details Page

Figure 4: Current Profile Page
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Figure 5: Taste Preferences Page

Figure 6: “What You've Rated” Page

Figure 7: “Your Reviews’ Page
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3. Research

3.1. Research Method

The team Netflixers began the project by conducting series of interviews with

current Netflix users. The team conducted six interviews with individuals from

University of Michigan and Dartmouth College, to have direct contact with them and to

collect firsthand personal accounts of experience, opinion, attitudes and perceptions.

Each interview lasted about 40 minutes. During the interview, the interviewees were

asked about their Behaviors on Netflix, what they think Netflix are missing and some

general question about social and privacy. After all the interviews, the team had an

interpretation session, to further organize the interview notes into different

segmentations and then generated the findings and recommendations.

In addition, we reviewed various competitive streaming site such as Hulu,

Amazon Prime, Crunchyroll, as well as parallel social site such as Douban and

Xiami.com in China. At last, since we are doing another course project on Netflix’s

Marketing, we collected some related data from the survey like how many of users

linked their FB account with Netflix and how concerned they are with Privacy. The

survey was posted to SI open and to Netflix Community. We collected 144 valid

results from the survey and some of the survey results is used to support our findings

from interviews.

The data from the interview, research and survey were organized and analyzed

by the team to develop major findings, recommendations, personas and scenarios,
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which are the foundation for a set of design implications and rationales. These design

ideas are carefully analyzed and discussed, and the prototypes are provided to help

Netflix position itself for the next steps in the evolution of offering users better

watching experience, recommendations, and social interactions.

3.2. Findings

3.2.1. Key Findings on Users’ Goals and Roles

Finding 1: Goals and motivations have great influence on what users

expect from Netflix and how they interact with the system as well as other users.

Three major goals are identified when Netflix users are consuming the content,

which divide current users to three different types.

The first type of users usually watches Netflix with friends and family to enhance

social relationships in the real world. The second type of users watches Netflix when

they are bored or want to relax. The third type of users are mania movie / TV shows

fans, and they watch Netflix and look for great critiques and reviews to develop their

hobby.

The three types of users and their goals have a lot of overlaps with each other.

From interviews, we knew that Netflix users always have something in common. For

example, people would like to watch movies or shows that their friends and family

suggested. They also want to talk about those movies/shows with their friends and

family. U4 reflected in the user interview that she sometimes listens to her family’s and

friends’ suggestions. If she trusts their tastes, she will watch the movies/shows that
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they recommended. U4 also said that she doesn’t really like to share her reviews

online. Instead, she talks about the movies and shows that she has watched with a

group of friends and then see what they watched, but usually just about most recent

movies/shows. U2 mentioned that he gets most of the recommendations from his

friends in reality and he feels comfortable with sharing his watching experience when

they have time together. He doesn’t seem to be interested about sharing his opinions

about movie/show online with people in the same community.

For users who use Netflix more as a tool to enhance real-world relationships, one

of their sub-goals is to have common topics when chatting with real friends. From the

interviews, we found that users watch movies or TV shows not only to relax and

entertain themselves, but also to have more common topics to talk about with friends

in real life. And some users even prefer talking about movies and TV shows in person.

For example, U3 said “When I want to talk about a movie or TV show, I usually do it in

person”, and U2 also mentioned “If I can talk about it in real life with friends, why do I

share to a certain group online?” He also stressed how he wanted to have common

topics with friends: “If my friends and I follow the same popular people, I will have

common topics to talk with my friends.”

For users who use Netflix purely for relax, they value more about the relaxing

experience of watching, but care less about interacting with others. They may love

reading some random reviews for fun or for reference before they watch something

new, but they are less likely to write reviews by themselves. They are “lurkers” who

make the majority of the Netflix user base. During the interview, U6 mentioned that
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she watches “just for rest and mindless passing time”, so she doesn’t want to engage

in discussion.

As for users who are mania movie or TV show fans, looking for great reviews and

critiques, and developing meaningful discussions are important to deepen their

watching experience. For example, U3 would love to read professional critiques and

articles on movies. This type of users don’t care much about the reviews on Netflix

since they think most of them are not very useful. Their watching behaviors on Netflix

are separated from interactions with other users, and they prefer looking at reviews or

comments on other sites such as Rotten Tomatoes and IO9.com.

Finding 2. Generally, users are interested in finding and following people

who share the same tastes and interests.

We found similar needs from other users during our interviews. As U5 said, “It

would be great to find someone who share the same interests with me. No matter how

far away he/she is. It sounds amazing.” U6 mentioned that she was interested in

users who would like the same genre. U3 also said he often visit IO9.com and interact

with people there because he sees they are similar with one and another.

Interviewees also showed their willingness to follow those people to keep up with their

updates of viewing and commenting.

Interactions can satisfy users’ need of social enhancement and entertainment.

Many Netflix users may be watching very similar movies and shows. Through

reviewing, replying, and following each other, users can make new friends and

enhance their socialization. Also, being engaged socially is associated with positive
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moods. Studies show that the greatest happiness occurs when people are interacting

with others (Kubey and Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). Moreover, interactions can enhance

users’ self-identity and organizational commitment. Through finding and joining

people who share the same interests, they can get a sense of belonging to a certain

fan group. Also, users’ fond of a certain type of movies and shows is strengthened, so

as the self-identity. If a person perceives that she has greater similarities with other

members, she feels a greater sense of belonging1.

3.2.2. Key Findings on Norm

Finding 1: Users are concerned about sharing watching history and tastes

on Netflix to a wide range of friends because they see that information as spam

and embarrassing when it is not shared with the right people.

All interviewees have different concerns about linking social media to Netflix,

which offered the team a lot of insights on the relationship of users’ watching

behaviors and sharing behaviors. One big concern is that they are afraid of spamming

or being spammed with watching activities that they don’t care about.

Usually, users have a wide range of friends with different interests and different

level of intimacy on Facebook, and they don’t want to expose their watching behavior

and tastes to all these friends. U2’s statement is very representative: “ I didn’t link

Netflix to Facebook, because I have so many friends there, and I don’t want all those

people know what I watched or reviewed.” One important reason behind this is that

many interviewees are not interested in or won’t care about other people’s watching
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history, so they see these information as spams if shared aimlessly to the public.

During the interview, U2 mentioned that he didn't think other people would care much

about or would be interested in what he watched. U4 also said she was interested

about her Facebook friends’ watching history, since they had different tastes with her.

U3 said he didn't want to bother his friends with useless information since “ it’s like

spams”. U5 expressed some interests to share some of her watching histories or

watching list, but it should not be annoying to others. U6 also pointed out that she

doesn’t’ want recommendations from hundreds of friends”. Not willing to spam their

friends or to be spammed is the main concern when users think about linking

Facebook account to Netflix.

Besides the concern of spamming, another big concern is that users are afraid of

being embarrassed or misunderstood about their watching behavior / history on

Netflix. Since there are both strong connections and weak connections on Facebook,

it is natural that people care about the impressions they have on friends who don’t

know them very well. Currently Netflix only allows users to share publicly on

Facebook and on Netflix, and it reveals all movies/TV shows that they liked, which

leads to users’ fear of being embarrassed or misunderstood by their friends. Just as

U2 said in the interview, “I sometimes think the thing people shared on Facebook was

‘silly’, and I don’t want people to think me ‘silly’.” During the interview, U3 was upset

when he knew that the movies and shows he liked appeared on the Netflix homepage

recommendations. He expressed his concern:“ I linked my Facebook on Netflix profile,

but I set it to private, because I think it’s bad since I watch every kind of movie.” U6
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also said she would feel embarrassed if others knew that she watched or liked “weird”

amines or documentaries.

Finding 2: When users link their Facebook accounts to Netflix, its current

social setting failed to offer users a “gray area” between “sharing to all friends”

and “not sharing at all”. The setting may violate the norm of sharing and lead to

the failure of the Netflix’s social media strategy.

On March 13, 2013, Netflix introduced its integration with Facebook. It allows

users to log in using their Facebook account, and in the account dashboard, there is a

link to the social setting with two options: “Share my activity on Netflix” and “Share my

activity on Facebook”. By default the former switch is on and the second switch is off,

which means that on Netflix, users’ friends from Facebook will automatically see what

they watch, including their past activity. It will automatically share users’ watching

behaviors as well as their preferences as “Friends’ Favorites” to all their Facebook

friends that are also on Netflix. Moreover, when users are looking at any movie or TV

show, the system will tell you if your friends have watched it or not. When turn on the

“Share my activity on Facebook”, Netflix will automatically post to Facebook what

users watch and share with their friends on their behalf.

The social setting actually put users in a dilemma: to share to any friend or not to

share at all? With the default setting, users’ random Facebook friends on Netflix could

see their watching activities and what they rate highly, which may generate spam

information and cause embarrassment, and that’s what users worry about. However, if

user turn off the sharing feature, it is no meaning to link their Facebook account at the
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very beginning. Not giving users control of the “gray information” that not fit in either

“public” or “private” category, Netflix users may found the social media integration

annoying, confusing, and not very meaningful. After this feature came out, many users

expressed their unsatisfaction, such as ”I don't necessarily want to share my movie

watching with ALL my Facebook friends who are also Netflix users, would like a way

to be more granular in terms of which Facebook friends specifically I decide are my

movie sharing friends...”, ”So our options are either share nothing at all or share

everything with everybody? No thanks. Bringing back the old Netflix Friends feature

would have been a better option”, “I'd love this feature if I could select which friends'

queues I could access. Some of my best friends have terrible taste in movies...”2

From our survey, we also found that Facebook integration strategy seem to be

not very successful. Our descriptive statistics show that only 5.6% of users have

linked their Facebook and Netflix accounts. This is surprising since Netflix claims that

it will improve the recommendation system and other researchers state that social

media recommender systems are usually more accurate. We further investigated this

issue in our interview. From the interviews, we found that only U3 and U5 linked their

Facebook account on Netflix, but rest of interviewees didn’t. While U1 didn’t notice the

feature to link Facebook account, U2, U4, and U6 are aware of the option but resist

doing so.

In short, Netflix fails to offer users “gray area” between “sharing to all friends” and

“not sharing at all”. The setting may violate the norm of sharing, which will make

Netflix users unwilling to link their Facebook accounts thus lead to the failure of the
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Netflix’s social media strategy.

figure 8: “Friends’ Favorites” column on Netflix home page.

figure 9: The information card for an individual show

figure 10: Netflix Social Settings
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3.2.3. Key Findings on Incentives and Rewards

Users are interested in other people’s comments/reaction and prefer

writing short comments after watching a scene. However, the current Netflix

system fails to offer users with incentives to contribute to the system such as

rating and writing reviews.

During our interviews, we found that users were willing to read other’s reviews or

comments. U2 found it interesting to communicate with people through reviews. U2

also said that he was really into reading interesting comments, he liked funny and

hilarious comments.

Since the current Netflix system fails to give users enough incentive, like showing

who has wrote a particular review, to make contribution to the community, users do

these things on other sites instead. U3 and U4 expressed their willingness of tweeting

about movies/shows during our interviews. U3 said that he preferred tweeting, and he

thought when people were watching movie, they tweeted as well.

We found out people are more willing to write short comments rather than long

paragraphs of reviews because it will take less efforts, and seeing other people’s

replies make them happy. U4 likes comments more than reviews. She said, “I like to

comment. Some stranger sometimes retweet my tweets and I feel very happy. Maybe

Netflix can foster more conversations. Though I don’t trust people’s reviews, I would

like to see what their reactions are after watching.” From her words, we can see other

people’s involvement gives her motivation to tweet more about movies and TV shows.
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3.3. Recommendations

3.3.1. Key Recommendations on Users’ Goals and Roles

Recommendation 1: The current social feature on Netflix could be

redesigned to satisfy different types of users’ need and to help them achieve

their goals. Three major social modules could be implemented on Netflix.

The Facebook integration can help users connected with real-world friends, the

basic social features such as profiles, reviews and voting are for everyone in general.

An interest group can help mania movie / TV show fans to develop deep discussions,

allowing users to follow people that they already know in reality or, to add them into

their friend circle on Netflix. Because users interact with their friends in reality more

often, the redesign of Netflix should allow users to follow people that they already

know or, to add them into their friend circle. Therefore, there will be more online

interactions and communications among them. By sharing their experience of

watching movies/shows, users are more likely to be heard. At the same time, when

they see their friends watched or recommended a specific movie, they can easily add

that movie to wish list and watch it when they have time.

Providing users information about what users and their friends have viewed in

common. Since our redesign embrace the connection people have in real life as

mentioned previously, we will provide users a function to see what movies or shows

the user and his/her friends have in common as well as providing them updates when

his/her friends watched new movie or shows so they may discover similar interests
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which may tighten their bonding with each other.

Recommendation 2: Interest groups could be designed to satisfy different

type users.

Since most of the interviewees have expressed their interests of interacting with

people that are like them, our redesign could offer a feature to recommend

like-minded users to follow each other. By calculating the number of the same movies

and TV shows that two users have both watched, the system could tell if the two users

are “similar” or “extremely similar”, and “introduce” them to know each other. If the

user finds another user interesting, he/she can click the “follow” button to follow this

user. And the user being followed will get a notification about this, so he/she can also

check the follower’s profile to decide whether to follow this person or not. The “follow”

function in the redesign could allow users to receive updates from the users they

follow. It will be shown on people’s profile page. On the page, a user can see what

movies and TV shows another user and him/her have in common.

3.3.2. Key Recommendations on Norm

Recommendation 1: Netflix should ask users’ permissions before revealing

their watching history and preferences to their Facebook friends. It could also

embed some system mechanisms to allow users to share to specific friends or

a small group of friends instead of to the general public.

From the interviews, we found that users would feel better if they could share

watching behavior/history, or recommend movies/TV shows they have watched, to a
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certain group of friends on Facebook or on Netflix. From the interviews, U1 said “I

don’t want all of my FB friends to see my watching history, but some of them, yes. I

think my viewing history should be shared to specific audience, and I would

recommend movies to them based on their interests.” U5 is also willing to reveal her

watching taste to some of her friends: “I don‘t want everyone to know my taste, but

some of them, yes.” In general the interviewees feel less hesitate if they can share to

certain friends that they know well or have commend interests.

Based on the finding 1 and 2 on the norm, our Netflix redesign could focus on

giving users more control to share to specific friends on Facebook. “Groups and other

ad hoc collections of people fall into the gray area. Is an item of content public or

private? It depends on who is looking at the page.”3 This could be done at the time

users link their Facebook account to Netflix. Our design would show the Facebook

friend list and ask users to pick some friends as a preferred group to share their

watching information. Each time when users want to share or recommend a movie or

TV show they have watched, the selected friends could be at the top of the sharing

window, with check boxes beside each name, allowing users to change the selection

status. A links is at the corner to allow users to choose more friends. Through giving

users a more flexible way to share their watching behaviors on Netflix, Netflix could

reduce users’ hesitate to share, and to encourage more social interactions across

other social media, so as to draw more attentions from non-users and to increase user

numbers.

Recommendation 2: The system could ask if users want to make their
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activities public on Netflix. Users could also change the way Facebook privacy

setting in the system.

The social module should enable users to choose whether they want to make

what they rate highly public on Netflix.

Our redesign provides three possible solutions for the issues we found in the

finding 2. The first solution is to share users’ watching behaviors to specific friends

that know them well, because less embarrassment and misunderstanding occur

between close friends. We have discussed this solution in the recommendation 1. The

second solution is that our redesign would enable users to choose which information

to share, instead of letting the system automatically revealing users’ watching tastes

on the homepage. This could be done easily through offering a simple check box,

saying “don’t show this on recommendation list for my friends” when users rate a

movie / show. If users check the box, their preference will be set to private. Our

redesign also offers a third solution, which is using the “follow recommendations” to

help users to find a niche group where members have similar interests and tastes.

This solution was based on the design rationale 2, which was discussed above in

details. When users found they have followed many users who are extremely similar

with one and another, they can create a group or circle and invite them to become

members. One’s watching taste or preference may seem “weird” to people who don’t

share the same interests, but it would not at all to a group of like-minded people. Once

the users are in a niche group, they will not feeling embarrassed or being

misunderstood when they share their watching tastes in the group.
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3.3.3. Key Recommendations on Incentives and Rewards

Netflix could provide users with convenient ways to view and add

comments to a movie / show, and with better representation and recognition.

Since users are more into short comments to express their reaction and feelings,

the redesign should include a light-weight comments function. In addition, the

comments function may also have emoticons for users to express their feelings and

reaction more easily. The comment function should be near the main view window or

other convenient place for users to post and read. Since users are willing to have

interactions with other user, they should be able to reply to one comment and

“thumb-up” the ones they like.

Based on our findings from the user interviews, we found that on the checklist,

the most important issues for us are “Social Regulation”, “Representation of self”,

and“Representation of others”. We got a lot of insights about the norms on Netflix, that

users are reluctant to sharing their watching behaviors publicly to a wide range of

friends, and they would feel embarrassed or misunderstood if the system failed to

help them meet the norm. Our redesign would focus on how to enable users to share

their watching history only with their close friends or with a group of people who have

similar interests and tastes with them.

Additionally, we conclude that the current Netflix fails to display users’

representations conventionally and loses the opportunity to encourage interactions

and communications among users. While it allows users to link their Facebook

account with Netflix, it doesn’t offer a rich user profile, and users cannot interact with
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one and another through reviews or ratings. In a related issue, the functionality of

adding a review or comment is not effectively executed, and it requires more efforts

than necessary for users to contribute to the community. Instead, the site should

create functionalities that facilitate adding friends or following people, as well as

writing comments and reviews. In addition, the site should display users’

representation in a more conventional way, providing users a clearer clue of how other

people use and contribute to Netflix.

4. Design

4.1 Description of Redesign Goals and Features

With the overall goal of creating more robust social interactions and user

activities on Netflix, our team is redesigning Netflix’s social module in the aspects of

redesigning home page and user profile, adding a “follow” feature, redesigning the

“review” feature, Managing users’ watching behaviors and preferences, adding a

reputation system and a group feature.

4.1.1. Redesign Home Page and Profile

Home Page and Profile are crucial for users to present themselves and initial

user interactions. Now the user profile on Netflix only includes a picture and a

sentence of self-description. Although it has a taste profile, it is doesn’t show any

directly related information of the user. The page just shows recommendations based

on users’ choices of genres they are interested in and the ratings they gave, but the
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profile failed to display users’ reputation and interactions with others. It even doesn’t

show how many movies or TV shows one has watched before. Our redesign aims to

make users’ profile more robust, associated with one’s reviews, watching history,

wishlist, followings and followers, groups and reputation indicators. Users can change

the exposure settings on a specific content on the profile. Firstly, users can see

dynamic information updates from themselves and their friends on the home page.

After accessing the profile page, users will be able to see the movies that are recently

viewed, their total watching records, those in the wish list and their favorite. At the

bottom of the page, recent reviews posted by the user will be displayed, together with

a movie poster, indicating the contribution to the community. On the right side bar, an

avatar will be shown, as well as the number of followers and followed users.

4.1.2. Add a “follow” feature

Upon accessing another user’s page, the user can see all the movies viewed by

both of them. Thus users will be able to find people with similar interests in the Netflix

community and connect with each other. The function “Follow” allows users to get

feed from a specific user, know what they have marked into wishlist or as favorite, and

what rate and reviews they have written. Follow is a compensatory function besides

recommendations. By following other users who have similar tastes and preferences,

users can explore more shows and movies.

4.1.3. Redesign the review feature

First of all, we envision the redesigned social module could allow more
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convenient rating and review function as users are watching movies or shows. Instead

of limiting the reviews in the movie / show detail pages, users can rate and write a

review right after finishing a movie or an episode (See figure 11: Instant Review After

Watching).The reviews should appear instantly after submitted without pending.

Spams should be filtered out automatically by the system. If the review spoils the story

to some point, the reviewer could check the checkbox “spoiler”, so the review will be

hidden by default with a warning, and users can reveal the review when they finished

watching. Reviewer’s’ profile should be associated with the review, so other users

could check more of the reviewer’s’ ratings and reviews. Secondly, users can leave a

comment for a review, which could initiate more interactions and communications

between Netflix users. The number of comments is shown at the corner of review. It is

hidden by default, but users can expend it to see details as well as leave a new

comment. Furthermore, Instead of saying “useful”, “not useful”, we redesigned the

way users giving feedbacks on reviews, using simple icons or actions such as “mark”,

“applaud”, etc. These feedbacks are able to encourage more diverse comments and

facilitate user interactions.
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figure 11: Check Rating and Reviews for Each Episode

4.1.4. Manage users’ watching behaviors and preferences

To address Netflix users’ characteristics, invisible connections and similarities

with one and another, the system could better record each user’s watching behaviors

and preferences, improving their self-awareness and helping them to find peers that

are like them. So we redesigned the way users interact with each movie / show --

besides ratings and writing reviews, users can also use the function “mark”: (1) Users

can mark a movie/ show as “Favorite”, using a small heart icon which appears when

mouse hovering. Or the show / movie could be automatically added into users’

favorite list if they rate 5 stars for it. (2) Similar to what Netflix has now, users can add

a show / movie to their wishlist to indicate that they would like to watch it in the future.

(3) Shows and movies that users have rated and reviewed could be added to users’

watching history, which could make users have the feeling of achievements. (4) Users

can add TV series into the list of Watching Now. At last, based on users’ watching

history, favorite and wish list, the system could calculate the total number of shows /
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movies that one has watched, the total time one has spent on Netflix, the percentage

of different genres, etc. Users could share some of the information they want with their

friends or other users on Netflix.

4.1.5. Add a reputation system associated with tangible numbers

From the user profile page, users can find out the number of followers and people

that a user is following. Therefore, by taking a look at other people’s profile page, the

user will be able to figure out other people’s popularity and reputation in the Netflix

community. At the same time, reviews will be shown on both the movie detail page

and the user profile page. Those pages indicate the reputation of the author and

potentially some of users who replied to the review.

4.1.6. Add a “group” feature

Users with a certain level of reputation are able to create groups on Netflix and

invite other users to join the group. The group theme and initial description are

decided by the group creator, who is also the default group manager. Group creator

can assign other active group members as group managers as well. Group managers

are responsible for responding to other users application requests, dealing with spam

reports, encourage discussions, and inviting possible members. Users can find

groups that interest them by searching keywords, then they can click the “join” button

to apply to join a group. After joining a group, users can go to the group page, create

new topics in the postboard, and reply to existing topics. When they are rating or

commenting a movie or a show, they can share it to the group. A subpage in the group
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page will record every movie/show and comment that the group member shared to

the group.

4.2. Core Personas

4.2.1. Persona 1 - Cindy

Cindy is a 25-year-old student who is pursuing a master degree of Applied

Economics at University of Michigan.She was really into TV shows since she was a

child. During high school, she commuted from home and she could watch TV at home

every night. However, when she moved out for college 7 years ago, she found it was

painful that there was no TV in the student apartment. So she signed up for Netflix

and kept using it since then. Currently she watches TV shows on Netflix using her

laptop at leisure time, and she has a habit of watching TV shows or movies on

Saturday nights. Since she has used Netflix for more than seven years, Netflix has

become part of her life. She watches almost all genres, but her favorite genres are

romantic and comedy. Recently, Cindy is really into the show called Vampire Diary.

She has some friends who also love that show and they sometimes get together and

talk about the plots and characters. But both Cindy and her friends don’t have many

chances to meet each other, nor they want to bother making calls or sending short

messages to talk about the show. So she really wants to make some friends online,

especially on Netflix, so they can share thoughts and comments with other viewers

right after watching an episode. On the other hand, she would like to know more

people who have similar interests and tastes with her, and she wants to know what
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they are watching. In this way, she can discover more TV shows or movies that she

may be interested in.

4.2.2. Persona 2 - Emily

Emily is a high school student who studies at North field Mont Hermon School in a

small town near Boston. She just had her 15th birthday. She looks like a regular

school girl who wear a hoodie and carries a large backpack with her all the time. Emily

has a lot of friends. They have a little chat over lunch everyday and sometimes hang

out on weekends. However, Emily still thinks she’s alone. She does not really like to

talk about those popular TV dramas. She’s not into fancy handbags our cosmetics

and she doesn’t have much interests hearing about those little secrets of her friends

and some school boys. They are superficial, she thinks. Emily defines herself as

unique and thoughtful. She believes she has a very good taste which none of her

friends in reality has. Emily has a lot of ideas inside her head and she really enjoys

day dreaming and she often dreams about finding out someone in the world who has

the same taste as her and enjoys everything she likes. Emily loves watercolor painting,

photography and movies. She paints and take photos of beautiful scenes on

weekends and watch movies every night in her dorm after she’s back from library after

studying for the whole evening. Emily has a Netflix account. She has been using it for

almost one year and has wathed over 200 movies so far. She likes independent

movies and romantic movies. Her favorite movie is Before Sunset. Emily thinks there

must be someone on Netflix who share the same taste as her and she really want
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know those people. She’s eager to share her thoughts with those people who she

thinks will understand her and want to make friends with them.

4.2.3. Persona 3 - Eric

Eric is a senior developer in a big IT company at Silicon Valley. He lives in the

suburban of Bay Area with his wife and a 4-year-old daughter and a 2-year-old son.

He works 8 hours a day, 5 days a week, and he was working with another close friend

to prepare for starting their own IT company very soon, so he is always busy with

coding even at home. He usually gets back home around 5:30 pm, then he would help

his wife preparing dinner or play with kids. After dinner he would watch Netflix on

smart TV, sometimes with his family. He would put kids to bed around 9:00 PM, and

watch Netflix for a while then do some work till midnight. On weekends he would

spend the daytime with his family, or have meetings about the startup. At night he

would watch movies on Netflix with his family on TV. Both he and his wife are super

movies fans, and they met each other in the movie theater. They are especially into

classic Si-fi and mysterious movies and TV shows. His favorite movie is Star Wars: A

New Hope. He used to go to the cinema a lot, but since he became so busy with work

and family, he turned to Netflix around 2007. He doesn’t have many friends in life, but

he is satisfied because he is satisfied with his family and handful close friends,

moreover, he has a lot of “net friends” on all kinds of forum and on-line communities.

He was excited about Netflix’s new social feature of groups and following. He found

many super movie fans that are like him.
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4.2.4. Persona 4 - William

William McNichol is currently working as a consultant at Boston Consulting Group

at downtown Chicago. He is a big fun of movies and movie is one of his favorite topics

when he talks with other people. Every time he meets with people that he didn’t’t know

before, he would like to know their specific interests about movies and that is how he

gets to know new friends. His favorite genre is scientific fiction and sometimes he is

addicted to those stories. He enjoys the time watching those fiction movies alone at

home using Netflix but he also likes to hang out with his friends and go to movie

theaters together when they have time. He believes that he has very good tastes in

terms of movies and thus he usually share his watching experience with this friends in

reality and see if they have the same opinions with him. He really enjoys watching

movies while he is on the plane because he is always busy dealing with client works

and he doesn’t have too much leisure time, even during weekends and holidays.

Sometimes he’d like to come up with some interesting topics before he meets with his

new clients or colleague at a different city by watching some new movies or shows,

thus he won’t feel embarrassed when he first meets with those people and has

nothing to talk.

4.2.5. Persona Design Rationale:

We designed these four personas mainly based on our interview results and the first

finding about goals and roles. After organizing the data we got, we defined 7

dimensions to categorize the characteristics of these persona. The dimensions
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include user behaviors and preferences on Privacy, Sharing to strangers, Sharing to

friends, Contribution, Checking comments, Tech proficiency, and whether they want to

know other people that are similar to them. The number “1” means the user have rare

specific behavior or they have low preference. The number “3” means the user have

frequent specific behaviors or they have high preference. Based on this matrix, we

can see that Cindy is a typical user on Netflix, who is the type of user who just use

Netflix for relax and self-entertainment, and “lurk” more than contribute to the system.

Eric is the type of user who is a mania movie / TV show fan, and he is more likely to

use Netflix to develop his hobbies and deepen his watching experience. William is the

type of user who prefer using Netflix to enhance the real-world relationships. Beside

these current major types of users on Netflix, we also considered possible users in the

future like Emily, who may be very interested in using the new social features we

designed to make virtual friends on Netflix.

(Persona Matrix)
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4.3 Core Scenarios

4.3.1. Scenario 1 - Interactions Through Reviews and Comments:

It was a nice Saturday night when Cindy was watching Vampire Diary on Netflix.

In that episode, the scene that her favorite couple had a fight made her burst into

tears. After finishing the episode, the scene was still hovering on her mind and she

really thought the guy should be totally responsible for their falling apart in the show.

She could not believe that the guy set up his minds to break up with his beloved one

and that made her want to talk with someone who might share the same feeling.

Then she opened up the detail page on Netflix and went through all the reviews

on the first page very quickly. Suddenly, a review posted by the user “Andrea” caught

her eyes. In this review, Andrea expressed her feeling about the fight between the

couple and pointed out that the guy was trying to protect the girl, instead of hurting her

deeper and deeper. Cindy was so touched by Andrea’s review so she wants to reply to

Andrea immediately saying that she had the same feeling and they really shouldn’t

blame each other. However, the review function on Netflix now does not allow Cindy

to reply to other people’s reviews. She can only mark the review as helpful or

unhelpful, which is far too limited.

But with the redesigned Netflix, Cindy can click on Andrea’s Avatar and go to

Andrea’s profile page, wondering if she could find more reviews on other TV shows

written by Andrea. When reading those reviews for a couple of minutes, Cindy found

they had a lot of similar opinions and she gave a lot of “thumb-ups” to Andrea. Before
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closing Andrea’s profile page, Cindy clicked on the button to follow Andrea since she

thought Andrea was really alike her and she would like to get updated when Andrea

would write a new review.

4.3.2. Scenario 2 - Following Other Users on Netflix

When Emily saw the movie, Before Midnight, was available on Netflix after she

opened the Netflix homepage on Wednesday, she was very excited because Before

Midnight is the last entry in the Before Trilogy and Emily really loves the previous two,

Before Sunrise and Before Sunset. She added the movie into her playlist, which is

located at the top of her Netflix homepage, so she can easily reach it.

It’s Friday evening. After studying in the library for an entire afternoon, Emily

hurried back to her dorm to give herself a treat, watching Before Midnight. After

turning on her laptop and go straight to Netflix, she clicks on the movie poster of

Before Midnight showed in her playlist. The movie is so good that she does not realize

nearly two hours has passed until she looks at the clock after the movie ends.

It’s hard for Emily to go fall asleep right after the movie. She likes the movie so

much that she really want to find someone who’s also a fan of this movie and talk with

this person for a whole night. Emily knows there are a lot of people streaming Before

Midnight on Netflix. But currently, there’s no way she can know who they are, not to

mention finding them.

With the redesigned Netflix, now Emily can easily see other people’s opinions

toward her favorite movie. The reviews of the movie are showed on the lower part of
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the page. Emily quickly scans them and surprisingly find one review that is so poetic

that described the scene as beautiful as seen on the screen. Emily really admires the

author who names Vivien because she has never read such beautiful words. Emily

clicks on the button to go to Vivien’s profile page and follows her immediately. Emily

wants to know more about Vivien so she continues reading Vivien's other reviews. We

share so much in common! We should be friends! Thought Emily.

4.3.3. Scenario 3 - Creating a Profile and a Group

It was another normal day for Eric. After putting kids to bed, Eric sit in front of his

computer and decided to watch Netflix for a while. He has been using Netflix for 7

years, and he felt more excited about Netflix recently, because he was not just

watching si-fi movies and his favorite shows, he could also find other similar Netflix

users, social with them, and see what they are watching. He created a more

complicated profile for himself, feeling great when looking at his watching

history,wishlist, preference and taste, reviews, activities and so on. He was interested

in checking other users’s profile on Netflix that the system recommend to him,

because he was surprised to know that there were so many users that have watched

pretty much the same movies and shows as him, which reminds him how he knew his

wife in the movie theater. Although he knew many net friends on other Si-fi movie

forums and discussion boards, he thought it would be more convenient to interact with

other similar users on Netflix, because he was too busy to check many different sites.

He followed many similar users on Netflix, and he love to make everyone to know
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each other and recommend more interesting movies to each other. So he created a

group named “Si-Fi Universe”, and invited users that he was following. Most of the

invitations were accepted, and group members were excited that they shared similar

tastes and hobbies. As the group captain, Eric need to create the basic rules for the

group, promote new posts and encourage discussions. He also need to keep an eye

on who has joined the group or who has quit, making sure that there is no trolls or

spams in the group. Sometimes he needs to deal with flags and report from other

members. Most of the time he would love to write critiques for movies and shows, ask

for movie recommendations, bring up controversial topics, talk about the movie news,

etc. He would love to see other group members’ activities, what they have shared to

the group. Since Eric knew his wife through movies, he enjoyed the feeling of

helping other members alike to find each other and build friendship. From managing

the group, he knew more Si-fi movies that may interest him but not very famous, so

he could watch with his wife together.

4.3.4. Scenario 4 - Enhancing Real-world Relationships through

Netflix

Last week William watched the Hunger Games: Catching Fire on Netflix while he

was flying from California to New York City. He heard about this movie because there

was a time when one of his colleagues was talking about that during the lunch time.

His friend highly recommended this movie to William because William is big fan of

scientific fiction and he used to share his experience of watching the first Hunger

Game with other people in a social event. William was so excited to see this new
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released movie but he didn’t have time to watch it either on Netflix or in a theater until

his boss sent him to NYC for business reason.

After watching the movie on the plane, he felt very satisfied with the performance

of actors and the plot as well and he believed that this one is much better than the one

released before. And there were a few scenes that he believed were very touching.

Thus he gave five-star to this movie immediately when he was done with watching.

But he also noticed that some people at Netflix were not very satisfied with the movie,

when he browsed all the popular reviews on Netflix before his plane was landed at

NYC. So he could not wait to talk with his colleagues and friends about his experience

and opinion about the movie, and figure out why some of the people disagree with

him.

5. Prototypes and Design Implications

According to our research findings and recommendations, we reorganized the

workflow and created the prototypes for the Netflix homepage, movie/show Details

page, group page and user profile page.

As is shown in the Figure 12, Netflix’s new homepage includes the

recommendations and the recent activities of the user. We revised the

recommendation lists based on current Netflix’s homepage and added Popular in

Following and the recommendations generated based on users’ 5-star movies and

Facebook friends’ watching history. We also created a right side bar and added news

feed from the other users into it. Therefore, once users log in with their Netflix

accounts, they can view plenty of movies that are popular among the users who are
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followed by him/her, the movies/shows that he/she may like, and the movies/shows

that are recently watched by their Facebook friends. By browsing the

recommendations from the users they are following, users will be able to explore

more interesting movies that they have never heard about before and thus expand

their information resources. Similarly, by browsing the recommendations from their

Facebook friends, users can easily keep themselves updated about the movies that

are watched by their friends in reality, which will potentially facilitate both online and

off-line communications among them. To further facilitate the process of marking

movies/shows, we also optimized the execution of carousel navigation. The new

system allows users to hover on a particular movie/show’s thumbnail and then like or

delete this movie/show from the recommendation list. This requires less effort to mark

movies and shows and will potentially help improve the current recommendation

algorithm based on the larger amount of marked movies/shows.
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figure 12: Homepage

The Figure 13 shows the TV Show Details page, which includes the general

information about the movie/show and the reviews wrote by other users. Unlike

current Netflix, the new system displays user’s avatar next to each user review.

Therefore, while browsing the movie/show Details page, users can always access

other users’ profile pages and get to know more about their interests and tastes. In

addition, they can discover who also watched this movie/show and how they rated, as

well as the groups that aggregate the people who also like this movie/show.
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figure 13: TV Show Details Page

To help users better identify themselves in the system and to easily navigate

among their watching history and wish list, we created a user profile page which
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contains the user’s watching history, wish list and favorite top-10 movies, as can be

seen in the carousel navigation. Below the carousel navigation, users can view their

reviews and comments, as well as how many people liked them and how many

comments they received from other users on Netflix. To better demonstrate users’

reputation and taste preference we also added a right sidebar on the same page.

From the sidebar users can check out how many people they are following and how

many flowerers they have. A tag cloud is presented below, to show users’ tastes and

preferences. Further visualization is also shown, giving users themselves the clues

about their watching behaviors. Additionally, users’ updates are also used to reveal

the most recent activities, thus users can figure out their recent level of activity and

review their activity list.

figure 14: The profile page viewed by user him/herself
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Similarly, when users view other people’s profile pages, they will be able to

discover their watching history and preferences. At the same time, they can see the

mutual interests from the top of the page. Therefore, the user profile page can help

users to find people with similar interests and thus facilitate the communication and

collaboration among users.

figure 15: The profile page viewed by other users
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The review details page that we created include the entire content of a review,

rating, and the comments received from other members on Netflix. Sometimes

reviews may contain detailed plot of the movie/show, thus in those cases a line of

warning will be shown at the top of the page. Therefore, users who haven’t watched

the movie/show and don’t want to know too much about plot details will be able to

determine which review to look. The new system also allows users to report spoiler

and anybody in the community would be able to manage this collaborative

functionality.
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figure 16: Review Details Page

In order to encourage users to write more reviews, we designed a streaming

page at the end of an episode of a TV show. This page provides a quick path to add a

review and requires very little effort for users to write a review about the movie that

he/she just finished. Thus users can share their watching experience and opinions

about the performance of actors and the plot once they are done with watching and
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start to browse other people’s reviews on the same page.

figure 17: The streaming page at the end of an episode of a TV show

To facilitate the communication and collaboration among users who share the

similar interests, we created a new section for group within the global navigation.

From the My Group Page users can view the entire group that he/she has joined and

managed. From the right sidebar users can search for specific groups or topics. There

are three different types of groups, including public group, semi-public group and

private group. Users can easily create a new group from this right side bar and

aggregate people who have the same interests. In addition, the system will keep

recommending groups for users based on the groups they have joined and created, to

provide users more opportunities to meet with other people and discuss in the groups.
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figure 18: My Group Page

After accessing the primary group page, users can view the most recent topics,

as well as other group members’ activities. From the right sidebar of this page, users

can also see the avatars of group managers and new members. To help users

discover the similar groups, more groups are also listed below the representation of

others.
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figure 19: Primary Group Page
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6. Discussions on Redesigned Social Modules

6.1. Incentives & Rewards

Currently, people subscribe to Netflix streaming service only to watch movies/TV

shows online. Our redesigned system encourages people not only to use the

streaming function more actively, but also to participate in social activities to express

themselves, connect to others and develop interest. Though usually the watching

activity only involves the user him/herself, the more a user watch, the more likely

he/she will be exposed to other user’s activities and thus the higher chance they

encounter things they are interested in and get motivated to involve in social

interactions. The Incentives & Rewards system in the redesign aims to bring higher

active value as well as foster communication and sharing among people thus enable

users to engage with one another around similar interests and be adhesive to the

community.

The Incentives & Rewards system can be divided into two parts: tangible and

intangible. The tangible incentives and rewards are direct and easily quantifiable,

which include numbers of achievements they have made and notifications they have

got. In conjunction with tangible rewards, the system also provides continual

intangible rewards to help users stay motivated and energized. The intangible

incentives and rewards are abstract and relatively difficult to measure, but affects

users longtime feelings of satisfaction and fulfillment. The intangible incentives consist

of feeling connected, appreciated as well as a more direct reward - better
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recommendations on the homepage based on users’ taste and interests.

The quantified numbers of user’s self-achievements include how many

movies/TV shows the user has watched, how many they have in the wishlist, how

many reviews they have written and how many comments they have left. These

numbers quantify the activities that generate main contents of the whole community

and are the basis of the community interaction between individuals. The quantified

number also include how many follower a user has in total, how many replies he/she

has got in one review or comment, and how many thumb-ups he/she has got from

viewers of their reviews. These numbers are the signs of interactions within the

community and a larger number indicates higher popularity. All the numbers

mentioned above will be shown on the user’s own page to give them an idea of how

much efforts they have already made and how much they have achieved with all the

efforts. In addition, the notification system informs a user if he/she has new replies,

new thumb-ups, new messages or new followers. The witness of numbers growing

motivates people to move forward to keep them growing because people like to feel

that they are making progress. Especially for those who may have goals like watch

100 movies or get 100 followers in a year. In addition, since the numbers are visible

for other users, they allow the user to compete with others, or show off and feel proud.

When a user (user A) visits another user(user B)’s own page, user A will see a

quantified numbers of how many movies/TV shows he/she and B have watched in

common. If user A has a large number of movies/TV shows in common with user B, A

may likely to explore more on user B’s own page, reading B’s reviews or comments,
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and to follow user B. This design is based on our interview Finding 2 (Users are

interested in finding and following people who share the same taste and interests with

them) and a large number of similar interest will incent people to know each other.

Finding and following people who share the same taste and interests will bring

intangible incentives to a user. For example, a user may feel less lonely if he/she find

like-minded people and talk with them. And if a user follows the people who he/she

believes to share similar interests, he/she can see their updates such as newly

watched movies or updated wishlist. And thus the user is likely to find more interesting

movies/TV shows to watch from others’ updates.

From our Interview Finding 5, we know that people want to talk about

movies/shows with their friends and family and Interview Finding 6 make the point that

people want to have common topics when chatting with real friends. Since the

redesigned Netflix allows users to follow people that they already know, people can

know what movies/TV shows their family and friend in reality watch. They can choose

the ones they are interested in or popular among his/her friends circle to watch and

share their opinions offline when chatting with friends during lunch or on a bus.

From the user profile page, users can find out the number of followers and people

that a user is following. Therefore, by taking a look at other people’s profile page, the

user will be able to figure out other people’s popularity and reputation in the Netflix

community.

For a particular review, a reader can decide whether it is trustworthy or biased

based on how many “thumb-up” he/she has got. In addition, they can judge the
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reviewer by additional information of how many movies the user has watched, how

many reviews he/she has written and how many replied he/she has got.

6.2. Representation of Self

The representation of self will be shown primarily on the user profile page. From

the right sidebar users can figure out how many followers they have and how many

people they are currently following. From the main content of the page users will be

able to view all the watching and activity history that is associated with the user

account, including movies/shows that have been watched, movies/shows in the

wishlist, TV shows that are currently being watched. Those watching and activity

history are shown in different rows respectively and right below those are the reviews

that have been wrote by the same user.

Once the user clicks on a specific thumbnail of a movie/show, a detail page will

be shown, where there is an indicator of the previous rating. In addition, the user can

still see if this movie/show has been marked as watched or not. Thus on every

movie/show detail page users will be able to see the previous marker, mark the

movie/show as watched, or add it to a wish list.

The representation of self will benefit users themselves for multiple reasons. First,

having the representation of self provides users the ability to browse their watching

history and the movies/shows that they added to the wish list. Therefore, users don’t

have to memorize all the movies or shows that they watched and want to watch in the

future. By taking a look at the profile page, they can pick up the one that they like best
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and start to watch on Netflix. At the same time, while viewing all the movies that they

watched before, they would recall the previous watching experience and figure out

generally what type of movie/show they prefer. For instance, there are times when

users don’t really notice that they have watched a same show for a very long time

while they have technically abandoned some other shows. Having the access to the

watching history will provide themselves more indications about their watching

behaviors.

Second, giving users the clues about how many reviews they have wrote before

and how those reviews are ranked in a time sequence will remind users of their

previous effort and achievements, and thus motivate them to write more reviews in the

future. The demonstration of past reviews can also regarded as an efficient tools of

doing review archiving. Since most of the users probably would not save their reviews

on local, the collection of reviews is a very useful memoir for users who want to look

back to the reviews that they wrote long time ago and figure out if their preference and

taste have changed over time.

6.3. Representation of Others

Unlike the representation of self, the representation of others is considered signs

of life and will help user discover other people in the same community and gain an

understanding about how other users utilize Netflix and interact with each other. In the

Netflix’ redesign, there are more places where users can find other people and the

signs of life are located more prominently compared with the current site.
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As can be seen in other similar online communities, each user will have a

distinguished avatar, as the one shown prominently on the user profile page. Users

are encouraged to upload their own profile images, thus their identities could be easily

remembered and recalled by other users who may have seen them on Netflix for

multiple times at different places. Another benefit of having avatar is that users could

easily distinguish active users from non-active users, given that most of the active

users would choose to upload their profile images while most of the non-active users

would not. This will facilitate the trust building, which may potentially lead to deeper

relationships among users. In another context, when users browse an overwhelming

amount of reviews written by a number of people, they will be able to figure out whom

to trust and reply.

Different from the current design of Netflix, the new system will provide more

indications of other users’ activities and those indications convey more information

about users’ identities and roles in the community. First, on every movie/show detail

page, users can view not only a subset of popular reviews, but also the comments to

those reviews left by other users. In some cases, there may be some insightful

discussions about the plot or the performance of a particular actor. In other cases,

people tend to have opposite opinions about a character in the movie, thus they would

argue with each other and show the evidence that they find in the movie. Since these

kinds of virtual conversations would be visible to everyone, an increasing number of

people would be willing to join in and contribute to the conversation before the thread

are overwhelmed by the new-coming ones. By providing opportunities for users to
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leave comments directly on the movie/show detail page and showing all the

comments and reviews on the same page, users would have more accesses to other

people’s conversation, and are more likely to interact with each other.

Second, users will be able to see how many people like a particular review from

the movie/show detail page and discover who those people are. While in the reality

people tend to look for suggestions from their friends and family members who have

the similar interests and tastes with them, when encountered with an overwhelming

number of reviews from strangers on Netflix, people are less likely to figure out who to

trust and take suggestions from. Because for most of the times people are just

browsing the site and they won’t have enough time and patience to read through

every single review and make their own judgment towards each review, learning how

trustful a review is will help them digest the information shown on the movie/show

detail page and make decisions based on the reviews easily. At the same time, having

the access to users who like the same review will allow users to discover more people

with similar interests and tastes and build deeper relationships in the online

community. By browsing other people’s profile pages, users can easily figure out if

they share the same interests and how many movies/shows they both watched before.

In this way, more communication and collaboration among users will be facilitated,

which may lead to more user-generated content to the Netflix.

Third, it is shown on the user profile that how many people followed a particular

user and how many people this user is following. These two numbers indicate the

popularity of the user and how engaged the user is, in the Netflix community. In most
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of the instances people are more likely to follow the users who have good reputation

and already had a group of followers. The reason is that those popular stars are

usually the ones who write insightful reviews frequently. In addition, by following other

people, users can receive news feed and always keep themselves updated about the

trend of movies and shows from the selected group of people who share the similar

interests and tastes.

6.4. Norm and regulations

As an on-demand online streaming site, the most important user need Netflix

needs to stress is to offer users a pleasure experience of watching TV shows and

movies. The purpose of designing more social functions and group features is to help

user get more accurate and personalized recommendations, and to make user’s

watching experience more deep through social interactions. So to keep our designed

social module away from spam, spoilers, trolls and degenerates is very important to

ensure these social features won’t mess up with users’ watching experience. Several

principles could be used to manage the social features and groups.

6.4.1. Embed system mechanism to prevent spams for oversharing

While sharing watching history to a couple of close friends or similar peers is

okay for most of the Netflix users, they are reluctant to exposing everything or sharing

to all their friends, according to the findings from the interviews. Netflix users don’t

want to be spammed or to spam others with their watching history since they think

most of the information are irrelevant to them, which is an important norm on our
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designed Netflix social module. The current Netflix system automatically recommends

movies to a user based on what their Facebook friends liked or rated on Netflix. Users

who linked their Facebook account to Netflix even don’t know that their preferences

are exposed to their friends as recommendations, which they feel awful and

embarrassing.(See Appendix II). To prevent norm violations, we designed the social

module with a system mechanism embedded that it won’t automatically share users’

preference to other people, and users could choose specific friends they want to

share to each time when they rate a movie or write a review.

From the research results, we know that Netflix users usually won’t look at

reviews before watching a movie or a TV show. The reasons include that users are

not willing to be biased or spoiled beforehand (See Appendix II), which is another

important norm on Netflix. On the other hand, however, reviews are important for

users to know the overall quality and style of the show and help them decide whether

to watch it or not (See Appendix II). In current Netflix review feature, users can write

whatever they want, and there is no regulations towards spoilers. Our redesigned

Netflix social module could solve the dilemma by asking Netflix users to write their

reviews with a “spoiler indicator”. A check box could be put next to the review text box,

so users could indicate whether their review may spoil the story. When the option is

checked, the review will be covered with a button “show spoiler comment”. Other

users can only see the review after clicking the button. The check box is also placed

next to the review even after it is published. so other users can hide the review if it is

not properly hidden.
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6.4.2. Netflix group management

Besides using the mechanism to prevent spam that are caused by users’

unconscious oversharing and spoiling, our designed Netflix social module also

intends to use both mechanism and moderations decided by people to prevent spam

occur within groups.

Firstly, the system will only empower users with a certain level of reputation to

create groups, and each user can create a limited number of groups based on their

reputations. This design encourages users to behave actively and behave well to get

more reputations, avoids repetitive groups, and separates groups for different topics,

targeting specific type of Netflix users.

Secondly, Netflix users join a group by accepting invitations or sending requests

to group managers. This means the groups are filtering users by invitation or selection,

which can protect the group from being harmed by impropriate users.

Thirdly, group managers can set clear and explicit guidelines and etiquettes for

the groups and to limit the damage of trolls. For example, “Do Not Feed the Troll” or

“Ignore the Trolls” could be set as a norm. If the norm is widely followed by the group

members, the damage that trolls can do will be greatly limited. Further more, group

managers could kick out the misbehaving group members.

At last, group managers do not only manage the groups, group members are also

encouraged to help collaboratively to manage the groups. From previous research

about online communities, we know a design strategy that “Moderation decided by

people who are members of the community, who are impartial, and who have limited
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or rotating power is perceived as more legitimate and thus is more effective.4” (Robert

E.Kraut and Paul Resnick, 2011). For the group feature in our redesign, by setting the

group creators as default group managers, assigning members as group managers,

and empowering the group members with spam reporting tools, the groups on Netflix

can be self-maintained and away from spams or trolls. To be more specific, the

“Report Abuse” pattern could be used: when inappropriate posts are found within a

group, a group member could report it with reasonable descriptions. The group

managers will see the reports, double check, then decide whether to remove it, keep it,

or replace it with a notification. This pattern provides users “a standard way to report

abusive content and behavior complements any algorithmic and behavioral signals of

abuse gathered5” (Crumlish & Malone, 2009).

7. Conclusion

Based on the the data that we collected from user interviews and the survey, we

conclude that the current Netflix fails to incentive users to contribute to the system and

allow users to communicate and collaborate. To better faciliate the communications

and collaborations, Netlifx needs to demonstrate more signs of life and to provide

more social functionalities that allow users to explore peoople with similar interests

and interact with others. Thus users will be more motivated to rate movies/shows and

write reviews on Netflix. By taking our recommendations such as creating user profile

page and implementing group functionality, Netflix will evolve to a collaborative

community where people with different tastes and interests are aggregated.
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9. Appendix

9.1. Appendix I: Interview Questions

Intro:

 How long have you used Netflix?

 How often do you use it?

 How much time do you spend on Netflix each time on average?

 What kind of movies/shows do you usually watch on it?

 Have you heard about / used Netflix community before? This is executed a

couple years ago.

Behaviors and Attitudes:

 Do you usually rate movies/shows after watching them? (If no, why not? If yes, do

you rate it on Netflix or other sites? Why?)
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 Do you usually write reviews for movies/shows after watching them? (If no, why

not? If yes, do you write reviews on Netflix or other sites? Why?)

 Do you decide whether to watch a movie/show or not based on the overall rating

of that movie/show?

 Do you take a look at the reviews (Where? On Netflix or on other sites?) before

watching a specific movie/show? If so, will you go through a lot of reviews? What

do you think of those reviews posted by other users? How objective do you think

those reviews are? How do you decide which review to read?

 On Netflix, have you ever rate any movie/show that you watched at external sites,

movie theaters, or on tv? If so, do you do it frequently and what’s your motivation?

 Have you ever put any movie/TV shows to your list so you can watch them later?

What do you think of the “add to my list ” function? Is it useful? Does it take you

too much effort to add something to the list?

Some questions about current social functionalities on Netflix:

 Have you linked your Facebook account to Netflix? Why did you link/didn’t link

them? If so, what feature do you expect? What do you think is the most useful

feature of it?

 What do you think if your friends on Facebook or the general public can know the

movie or TV shows you have watched, are watching or want to watch in the future?

(Related to exposure setting)

 What do you think if you can share the information above to a specific group of

friends (Related to exposure setting)
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 Give one example of the movie/TV shows are you watching recently. What’s your

review of it? If your friends can see your reviews, how would you say? What if

strangers who follow you can see your reviews?

 What users will you be interested in? What information you want to know about

them? (Related to profile functions)

 What do you think of users on Netflix who watch almost the same movies / TV

shows as you? Are you interested in the movies or shows they like but you

haven’t watched yet?

 What kind of users do you think contribute to the site more? (Useful reviews, lot of

followers, )

More general Social questions:

 What motivates you to watch movies or TV shows? (Some possible answers:

want to keep up with the trend, have topics with friends, just enjoy the show, relex,

family time …. )

 Do you often talk about the movies/TV shows you watch with your

friends/colleagues? Do you do it online? What are the portions of you do it in

reality and online? (half and half, more reality than online, etc). (Many people may

want to enhance their relationships with real-world friend through watching

movies, and TV show, since they would have more common topics. )

 Do you watch a movie/TV show if someone recommend it to you? Whom do you

usually listen to?

 Do you go to some website to discover new friends with same interests?
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 Do you go to any online community (interests group, etc) or any social media

page for the content that you’re interested in? (Such as Si-Fi fan Facebook page,

Anime fan Facebook page, etc).

 If so, do you interact with other members there? How?

Some questions about Netflix competitors:

 What are the similar sites that you are using or used before? Can you briefly

describe its intended uses and social features, if there are. How do you like the

site? Compared to Netflix, what do you like about this site and what you don’t

like?

 Some questions about specific functionalities on specific sites, if the interviewee

didn’t mention.

9.2. Appendix II: Organized User interview notes

Intro:

U1: I have used Netflix for 3 months

U1: I use it every other day,4-5 days in a week

U1: Watching the movie and TV shows 5-10 minutes per visit

U1: I watch TV shows, documentaries, Foreign language movies, Bollywood movies

U1: Watch alone when friends are working

U1: Watch together in dining area with friends - Big Bang Theory and other shows

U1: Haven’t heard about community before

U2: Use it from February and March this year
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U2: He uses it on every Friday night to watch TV shows. Seldom use it to watch

movies, because he thinks Netflix doesn ’ t have many movies. Furthermore, he

prefers watching movies in theatre.

U2: He watches it with friends.

U2: He knew what to watch through getting recommendations on Netflix which is

based on his prior watching history,and he also got recommendations from real friend

(John), such as the show “Breaking Bad”. But sometime these two overlaps, since

the show is also on Netflix recommendation list.

U2: Like feature (story) TV shows. She will watch 1-2 episodes first to see if he is

interested. If so, he may continue watching.

U2: He usually watches for 3 hours on Friday night. He is recently watching “Breaking

Bad” with 2 of his friends in the lab. He used a laptop to watch on Netflix before, but

after he got the Chrome Cast, he now logs into Netflix on smartphone, then connects

it with TV.

U3: I have been using Netflix for 9 month, beginning of this year. I use it to watch TV

series sometime everyday, but usually once a week.

U3: The time I spent on Netflix each time depends on what I watch, becauseI just

watch from beginning to end.

U3: I watched a broad range of TV shows and movies. I only watched 5- 6 TV shows,

but I watch every episode.

U4: Have used for 7 years, since freshman in college.

U4: Use it every day. Each time a few hours.
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U4: Heard about Netflix community before.

U5: I have Netflix account for almost one year, but I just activate it for about 5 months.

I activate it when I want to watch some TV series

U5: I use Netflix about 5 days a week, about 30 min to 1 hour each time

U5: Haven’t heard about community

U6: Have used it sInce last year, last fall 2012.

U6: Use it several times a week, at night usually at home.

U6: Normally use it 1-2 hours a day. If watching a series , at most 8 hours a day

(weekend).

U6: Watch Comedy TV shows, <New Girls>, <Thirty Rock>, <Arrested Development>,

<Orange of the New Black>, Anime or Cartoon, <Kitchen Nightmare> (Cooking

shows) , and some Asian drama shows<Boys Over Flower>.

U6: Never heard about Netflix community before.

U6: Don’t use any community or forum to discuss or look at reviews or posts.

U6: Not that excited to talk about movies with other people.

U6: Watching movies is just for rest, mindless passing time.

Behaviors and Attitudes on Netflix:

About Comments / Reviews on Netflix:
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Motivations for writing comments / reviews:

U1: sometimes leave comments, reply to interesting reviews sometimes

U1: I read the reviews coming with the top, because most relevant.

U1: I think people who wrote reviews have similar opinion about that episode, when

like or dislike something.

U2: I would like to write reviews if he knows the function on Netflix. I think it could be

interesting to communicate with other (foreign) people.

U6: Won’t write reviews unless it is very very good or bad because I feel that reviews

are objective.

Reasons for not writing or refer to comments / reviews:

U2: I rate on Netflix, but won ’ t write comments, because I don’ t know there is a

comment function.

U2: I use laptop to watch sometimes, but didn’t notice the comment function.

U2: I think many comments are very old, not updated. I won ’ t care about the

comments if outdated.

U2: Nobody will care about comments for old movies.

U4: Never write review

U4: Never read other people’s reviews

U5: I never wrote reviews

U6: I usually don’t write reviews or refer to it because people are opinionated, and I

don’t want to engage in discussion
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U4: I don’t care about what other people think of the movies

When to read comments / reviews:

U1: I never read reviews before watching a movie,

U1: I don’t read many reviews before posting my review.

U1: I will see review after writing reviews.

U6: I read other people’s reviews.

U3: I prefer reviews from magazines.

About Ratings:

When to rate:

U6: Sometimes I will rate it after watching.

U4: Rate almost every movie watched on Netflix

U3: I don’t write reviews on netflix, but if it the movie pops up on my screen, I’ll rate it.

U6: Won’t rate it until I watch.

U4: I go watch movies at theaters every week and I rate it on Netflix

U1: I sometimes rate movies, rate specific episode.

The reason to rate or not to rate:

U4: I think if I rate it, NF will know I already seen it

U3: I don’t refer to ratings, because if a movie is good, I already know it.

U5: I don’t think Netflix ratings are useful. So I won’t do useless things.
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U5: I think ratings are useful, but i do not use Netflix ratings. I use other sites which I

trust.

How the rating influence the intention to watch a movie / show

U1: I won’t likely to watch a movie with 1-2 stars

U1: I will be motivated to watch a show with 3-4 stars.

U6: Ratings do count, and I look at ratings at IMDB.

U5: I know sometimes, I may like a movie with a relatively low rating. So I read the

reviews a little bit to know more about a movie. Not on Netflix, on Douban

U6: If the storyline is interesting and rating is good, will watch.

U6: But if either the storyline or the rating is not good, will not watch

About reviews or ratings on other sites:

U1: I read reviews on IMDB for movies. IMDB don ’ t show your review until it is

approved. It’s more attentive.

U6: If the storyline is interesting and rating is good, will watch,

U6: But if any one in the reviews is not good, will not watch

Know what movies / shows to watch:

From friends’ recommendations:

U2: My main information source is my real friends

U4: Sometimes listen to family and friends since i’m outgoing
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U4: If my friends tell me if a movie is good and i trust his/her opinion, i’ll watch it

U4: I trust the opinions from my college friends, not from my highschool friends.

U1: Heard of TV shows which friends have watched, if find it interesting, I will watch it,

but sometimes may not like them.

U5: I will listen to others’ recommendations. But if I don’t like one movie one person

recommend, i will not listen to this person again i guess

U6: Listen to recommendations from friends, friends of friends.

U6: If bored, or heard from somebody (Friends, FB, school) talking about movies, I will

do some research.

From online resources:

U3: I’ll check Rotten Tomatoes first. I try not to read reviews before watching.

U4: I go to other forums for recommendations

U6: If know some movies I am interested, I will do a little research.

Use a wishlist to manage things to watch:

U4: I put movies into my wish list frequently and I like manage that. i have 20

movies/shows there.

U4: I think wish list is useful, when im bored i go there to find a movie

About what users to follow:

U2: I would follow popular users, because if my friends and I follow the same popular
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people, I will have common topics to talk with my friends.

U2: I don’t like following people who have similar interests, because I think it is easy to

these people, but I cannot get meaningful feedback from them.

U3: I would like to know people who have watched similar movies as me.

U5: sometimes I read really good reviews then I will be curious about the author. I

would like to read more reviews he/she wrote

Interactions with real friends:

U2: In terms of privacy issue, I love watching Gossip Girl. But I don’t think it is a big

deal, and I love talking with my friends about it. I don’t like serious gossip story. My

friends know that I watched Gossip Girl, and Vampire Diary.

U2: I sometimes talk about the stories in TV shows and movies with friends

U4: I like to talk about the movies I watch.

U5: I use Netflix sometimes just for entertainment, sometimes to have some topic with

my new friends

U5: i like to talk about movies. If my friends and I watch it together, we will talk about it

a lot and we may share the reviews we read online.

Share watching history on Netflix:

U2: I would like to share my history to Netflix users, because it is anonymous.

U2: It matters whether people know who you are. I don’t like that “People think you

are silly, and people know who you are”
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U2: I feel bad if one talks about people, but I feel okay if they talk about the issue.

U2: I’m not interested in other people’s watching history.

U3: When I want to talk about a movie or TV show, I usually do it in person. Sometime

on facebook. I prefer tweeting, and when people watch movie, they tweet as well. I

dont talk to critique, but I read their articles

Use what device to watch on Netflix:

U1: Use Netflix on XBox.

U2: Now I use cell phone, Chromcast, and a TV set to watch.

U3: I use Netflix 50% on laptop, 40% TV, and 10% on iphone, depends on where I am.

Watch habit on Netflix:

U6: Don’t put things into the list, watch one show at a time

U6: Keep watching one show until finished it within a week

Some questions about current social functionalities on Netflix:

Users don’t want to spam other or being spammed on Facebook:

U2: I didn’t link Netflix to Facebook, because I have a wide range of friends on FB,

and I don’t want all those people know what I watched or reviewed.

U2: I don’t think other people care much about or interested in what I have watched.

U3: I don’t want recommendations from friends.

U5: i want to share some of my watching history or list, but it should not be annoying

to others.
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U6: Don ’ t want recommendations from hundreds of friends. Don ’ t like bloody stuff

even friends like it.

Feel okay if can share to a specific group of friends:

U1: I don’t want all of my FB friends to see my watching history, but some of them,

yes.

U1: I have all kinds of friends on FB, but I think viewing history will be to specific

audience.

U1: I would Recommend movies to them based on their interests.

U5: i don‘t want everyone to know my taste, but some of them, yes.

Don’t want to be embarrassed or misunderstood just take a look at some

“weird” shows or movies.

U2: I sometimes thought the thing people shared on Facebook was “ silly ” , so he

doesn’t want people think that way toward myself.

U2: Sharing what I have watched on Facebook ‘ is like shouting ‘I like XXX’ in the

middle of a Plaza.”

U3: I linked my Facebook on Netflix profile. But I set it to private,because I think it’s

bad since I watch every kind of movie. Sometimes I just have a look at a movie, and I

don’t want others to think i actually watched it. Also I don’t want bother my friends with

useless information. It’s like spams.

U4: I never linked my Facebook account to Netflix. I won ’ t be interested about my
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Facebook friends’ watching history.

U4: they have different tastes.

U4: I’d rather talk to my friends then see what they have watched.

U6: Feel embarrassed if watched wired anime, wired documentary for try.

U4: I don’t want it showed to others since i watch too much

U4: I don’t want people to think i watch TV all day since i do it when i do homework or

do cleaning

Interested in finding a niche group and find similar people like themselves:

U5: It would be great to find someone who share the same interests with me. No

matter how far away he/she is. It sounds amazing.

U6: Interested in users who like the same genre

U6: Want to know movies show that are not well known but niche group will like it.

What they like or hate on Netflix:

U3: I watched on TV so I cannot change profiles.

U3: One thing I like the Netflix the best is that when I watch it on my computer, I can

keep on watching it .

U3: One thing I hate the Netflix the most is that technical stuff - bad image quality if

your internet speed is low

U4: I sometimes care about the actors. I really like an actress and I search Netflix for

all her movies

U4: Yes, I talk with friends about movies and shows. But when I watch old shows,
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there’s no one to talk about it. If there’s a small party 4 to 5 people watch together, we’

ll talk.

U5: since my ratings will affect the recommendations for me and i want the

recommendation to be more accurate

U5: I use the “add to list” function. But I have to hover on a movie poster for a wihle to

find the “add” button. It’s not very convenient.

U6: Use brother’s account.

U6: Have never been to the taste profile before.

U6: Just see it there, but not attractive, usually just watch what recommended. Or

click the genre

U6: It’s a mixed tastes so the recommendations are not correct

U6: Don’t want to create profile

U6: Don’t mind if the recommendation is not very precise, will go to genre.

U6: I am not that into the movie because I only watched it mindless

U6: Don’t like to interact people on the web

U1: Didn’t link FB to Netflix.

U2: If I can talk about it in real life with friends, why do I share to a certain group?

U5: If i can set some of my history as private, it will be OK if others can see my

watching history or list.

U5: I watched Vampire Diary recently. Now I stopped watching it. It’s becoming boring.

I will tell them not to watch it. But I’m not sure if they listen to me

U6: Don’t think there is a need to link FB.
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U6: Recently watched Boys over flowers. I posted it on FB, so many people love it.

Will give good review.

More general Social questions:

Online interaction

U4: i tweet about my movies, I will ll put sth funny in twitter. I like to comment. Some

stranger sometimes retweet my tweets and I feel very happy maybe NF can foster

more conversating, though i dont trust people’s reviews, I would like to see what their

reactions are after watching.

U5: Sometimes I leave comments about movies online

U5: I interact with other members there a little. I follow some reviewers and

sometimes leave comments.

U6: If not sure whether the season is coming, go to a forum to see what other people

say about it.

U4: I love hearing people’s reactions

U1: I will be interested in following people who have similar interests with me.

U2: I want many people follow me or thumb-up.

U2: He would see the ratings and reviews for Chinese shows, and he likes funny /

hilarious comments.

User behavior on Netflix competitor / similar websites:

Other sites’ features:
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U1: I am part of IMDB, I watch movie trailers there.

U1: Use Youtube all the times, watch videos. Each video have thousands of

comments -- most recent, more hilarious

U2: I used Douban and also IMDB to see the ratings. He will consider a movie worth

watching with a rating above 70 points. He would like to see the most recent movies

or shows and see the ratings.

U1: Netflix is not free, YouTube is free

U5: I go to online community like douban

U4: I go to Tumblr a lot.

U4: I used to use hulu.

U2 I think Youtube is more updated, and it has various users, with a more social, free,

and entertainment environment.

U2: I prefers Douban, where people share to a niche group.

U4: You have an identity on youtube, but you don’t on NF. I dont know if i would like to

have one. It would be cool if i can leave my reactions on my NF profile.

Interaction on other sites

U1: Never read comments before watching videos on YouTube

U2: He once posted an article about all the NGs in a movie on Douban. He only write

reviews for shows that he is interested or for shows that are “too bad”

U2: On Douban, he would share funny comments to friends in reality.

U2: He doesn’t mark a lot “wishlist”, but he marks the watching history.
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U2: I’m not following anyone on Douban.

U2: Once I was a member in a movie group, but I was annoyed by the emails because

I cannot unsubscribe it.

U2: I will read some posts in groups, and members in the group will pay attention to

what you post there. So I can get quick feedback, which makes me have a feeling of

achievement.

U2: I will care about comments on IMDB because the comments are updated.

U3: I don’t write movie reviews, because writing takes too much efforts.

U3 I use Rotten Tomatoes, rating there is good. I watch movie maybe a lot of people

hate it.

U3: IO9.com, news site. get updates about movies. Every morning any rumors of

movie will be posted there. Really good. People there are similar like me. They

recommend movies, sometimes it post surveys

U3: I don’t really use IMDB, it just have user rating, not writing critique.

U3: I got general info about a movie from WIKIpedia

U3: I use Amazon Prime, especially when you can rent a very new movie. When the

Amazon Prime released a movie earlier than Netflix, I go to amazon. I also use hulu. i

just use free hulu service. Sometimes go to npc.

U5: I use douban. It’s in Chinese and there are a lot of people who share the same

interests with me and I have been using it for a long time.

U6: Youtube sometimes have shows, drama site haven’t been to for a year
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9.3. Appendix III: Survey Questions

Netflix User Satisfaction Survey

Hello! We are a group of graduate students from the University of Michigan School of
Information conducting a marketing research among Netflix registered users. We are
not affiliated with Netflix. This survey will help us evaluate users’ browsing experience
and profile experience. Your opinion is important to us and will help improve user
satisfaction and experience, so please answer honestly. Your answers will be secure
and used only for marketing research. We really appreciate your time, and the survey
should take no more than 10 minutes. Thank you very much! For further questions,
please contact: jmpalmer@umich.edu.

1. How often do you use Netflix? Please circle only one.
Daily Weekly Monthly Once every 3 months Once every 6

months or less Never

If you circled Never, please skip to question 15.

2. When deciding if you are interested in viewing a movie/TV show, what information
do you seek out? Please circle only one.
User Reviews Trailers Cast Critic Reviews Ratings

Other, please specify _________

3. The last time I watched a movie/TV show on Netflix, I found the movie by
_________.
Please circle only one.
Using the search box Browsing my homepage recommendations

4. Please rate how satisfied you are with Netflix, where 1 is extremely dissatisfied
and 10 is extremely satisfied. Please circle only one number.

Extremely Dissatisfied Extremely Satisfied
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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5. When browsing for a movie/TV show to watch on Netflix, I most often find the
movie by ______ Please check only one.
____ Just click on a random movie/TV show on the homepage to instantly watch it
____ Read the small amount of information on the mouse-over
____ Read the detailed information on the individual show page
____ Other, please specify _________

6. When browsing for a new movie to watch on Netflix, I generally find a movie in a
_________
Please check only one box.

Extremely Short Time Neutral Extremely Long Time

7. Please evaluate to what extent you agree or disagree with each of the following
statements based on your personal experience on Netflix homepage. Please
check only one box in each row.

Strongly
Disagree

Disagre

e

Neutral Agree Strongly
Agree

N/A

The speed of movie/TV shows
scrolling through lists is too slow.

I can read the title on the
movie/TV show posters easily.

I am more likely to watch a
movie/TV show if I see that my
Friend recently watched it on
Netflix.

I consistently see the same
movies I’m not interested in
displayed on my home page.

8. The last time you watched a movie/TV show on Netflix, did you rate it? Please
circle only one.
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Yes No

9. How many times in the past three months have you posted a user review on
Netflix about a movie/TV show? Please circle only one.
0 1-3 4-6 7 and over

10.Do you link your Netflix account with your Facebook account? Please circle only
one.
Yes No

11. In general, how important is your privacy? Please circle only one number.

Extremely Unimportant Extremely Important
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

12.How many people do you share with your Netflix account with? Please circle only
one.
0 1-2 3-4 5-6 7 and over
If you circled 0, please skip to question 14.

13.Have you created an individual user profile on your Netflix account? Please circle
only one.
Yes No

14.Please evaluate to what extent you agree or disagree with each of the following

statements based on your personal experience with Netflix. Please check only one

box in each row.

If you circled 0 on question 12, select N/A for questions 14 a, b, c

Strongly

Disagree

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly

Agree

N/A

a) My user profile is secure from
others on the same account.
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b) I would like the ability to password
protect my user profile from other
individuals under the same account.

c) I’m satisfied with the current level
of security my user profile offers from
others on the same account.

d) I don’t want anyone having access
to my viewing history.

e) What I watch on Netflix is nobody
else’s business.

f) I’m okay with sharing some of my
personal viewing history on
Facebook with just my friends.

15.What is your current age? Please circle only one.
Under 20 years old 21-30 31-40 41-50
51 or older

16.What is your gender? Please circle only one.
Male Female Other

17.What is the highest level of education you have completed? Please check only
one.
____Under High school
____High school graduate, diploma or equivalent
____Bachelor’s degree or Associate’s degree
____Master’s degree or higher

18.What is the current size of your household (includes roommates and/or family
members)? Please circle only one.
1 2-3 4-5
6 and more

19.What is your annual USD salary? Please check only one.
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____Under $20,000
____$20,000-$40,000
____$40,001-$60,000
____$60,001-$80,000
____$80,001-$100,000
____Over $100,000

Thank you for your time and cooperation!

9.4. Appendix IV: Survey Responds

Initial Report

Last Modified: 11/19/2013

1. How often do you use Netflix?

# Answer Response %

1 Daily 51 27%

2
2-3 Times a
Week

56 30%

3 Once a Week 19 10%

4
2-3 Times a
Month

16 9%

5 Once a Month 3 2%

6
Less than Once
a Month

12 6%

7 Never 30 16%

Total 187 100%
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Statistic Value
Min Value 1
Max Value 7
Mean 3.11
Variance 4.70
Standard Deviation 2.17
Total Responses 187

2. When deciding if you are interested in viewing a

movie/tv show, what information do you consider most

important?

# Answer Response %

1 User Reviews 14 10%

2 Trailers 23 16%

3 Cast 22 15%

4 Critic Reviews 15 10%

5 Ratings 31 22%

6
Other, please
specify

39 27%

Total 144 100%
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Other, please specify
bio of the movie/show that pops up when you hold the mouse over it
Synopsis and Cover Art tbh
creative team
Summary of the movie/tv show
Price
Synopsis
the description
The description of the movie
Synopsis
I watch very specific shows
Description (mouseover and/or individual show page)
movie poster
Suggestions from friends/family
Word of mouth
Friend recommendations
Summary info about movie provided by Netflix
description
friend recommendation
description
synopsis
If I've heard anyone talk about it
Recommendations from friends
friends reviews, other internet
friend referral
Brief summary provided
Word of mouth recommendations
talk from friends
Summary description provided on NetFlix
Friends & Recommendations
recommendations
Recommendations from people i know
The rating recommendation system prediction
Plot/premise/description of the movie
what i know about the show
What I know about it already
Prior knowledge
Recommendations from friends
Summary of movie/tv show
Friend recommendation
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Statistic Value
Min Value 1
Max Value 6
Mean 3.99
Variance 2.99
Standard Deviation 1.73
Total Responses 144

3. "The last time I watched a movie/tv show on Netflix,

I found the movie by _________ ".

# Answer Response %

1
Using the search
box

60 42%

2

Browsing my
homepage
recommendation
s

84 58%

Total 144 100%

Statistic Value
Min Value 1
Max Value 2
Mean 1.58
Variance 0.24
Standard Deviation 0.49
Total Responses 144
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4. Please rate how satisfied you are with Netflix,

where 1 is extremely dissatisfied and 10 is extremely

satisfied.

# Answer Response %

1
Extremely
Dissatisfied (1)

1 1%

2 2 1 1%

3 3 3 2%

4 4 9 6%

5 5 6 4%

6 6 15 10%

7 7 35 24%

8 8 45 31%

9 9 21 15%

10

Extremely
Satisfied

(10)

8 6%

Total 144 100%

Statistic Value
Min Value 1
Max Value 10
Mean 7.24
Variance 2.95
Standard Deviation 1.72
Total Responses 144
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5. "When browsing for a movie/tv show to watch on

Netflix, I most often find the movie/tv show by _______

" .

# Answer Response %

1

Just clicking on a
random movie/tv
show on the
homepage to
instantly watch it

16 11%

2

Reading the
small amount of
information on
the mouse-over
of a movie/tv
show, then
watching it

66 46%

3

Reading the
detailed
information on
the individual
show page, then
watching it

49 34%

4
Other, please
specify

13 9%

Total 144 100%
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Other, please specify
I usually research what I want to see ahead of searching for it on Netflix. If they have it, great.
previous knowledge of film tv show
Watching the trailer if there is one.
Searching it by title
I don't browse
I don't remember ever browsing Netflix. I hear about movies/shows elsewhere and then go look
them up.
Researching it via other means--IMDb and the like
I usually search under the genres, depending on what I'm in the mood to watch--and that's how I
would've answered the question above ("The last time I watched....") if there had been that
option
putting a movie on my list and waiting for it to arrive by dvd
searching in the search bar
Searching for it
I usually know what I want to watch when I open up Netflix
Searching for it online.

Statistic Value
Min Value 1
Max Value 4
Mean 2.41
Variance 0.65
Standard Deviation 0.81
Total Responses 144
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6. When browsing for a new movie/tv show to watch

on Netflix, I generally find the new movie/tv show in a

__________ . (Please specify the length of time)

#
Questio
n

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Total
Respon
ses

Mean

1

Extre
mely
Short
Time:
Extre
mely
Long
Time

8 21 29 34 29 15 7 143 3.90

Statistic Extremely Short Time:Extremely Long Time
Min Value 1
Max Value 7
Mean 3.90
Variance 2.36
Standard Deviation 1.54
Total Responses 143
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7. Please evaluate to what extent you agree or

disagree with each of the following statements based

on your personal experience on the Netflix homepage

# Question
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree
Neither
Agree nor
Disagree

Agree
Strongly
Agree

Total
Response

s
Mean

1

The
speed
of
movie/tv
shows
scrolling
horizont
ally
through
lists is
too
slow.

3 54 41 32 9 139 2.93

2

I can
read the
title on
the
movie/tv
show
posters
easily.

3 14 19 74 32 142 3.83

3

I would
be more
likely to
watch a
movie/tv
show if I
saw that
my
friend
recently
watched
it on
Netflix.

10 27 41 46 18 142 3.25
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4

I
consiste
ntly see
the
same
movies
I'm not
interest
ed in
displaye
d on my
home
page.

0 25 21 57 36 139 3.75

Statistic

The speed of
movie/tv shows
scrolling

horizontally through
lists is too slow.

I can read the title
on the movie/tv

show posters easily.

I would be more
likely to watch a
movie/tv show if I
saw that my friend
recently watched it
on Netflix.

I consistently see the
same movies I'm not

interested in
displayed on my
home page.

Min Value 1 1 1 2
Max Value 5 5 5 5
Mean 2.93 3.83 3.25 3.75
Variance 0.97 0.92 1.25 1.07
Standard
Deviation

0.98 0.96 1.12 1.04

Total Responses 139 142 142 139

8. The last time you watched a movie/tv show on

Netflix, did you rate it?

# Answer Response %

1 Yes 50 35%

2 No 94 65%

Total 144 100%
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Statistic Value
Min Value 1
Max Value 2
Mean 1.65
Variance 0.23
Standard Deviation 0.48
Total Responses 144

9. How many times in the past three months have

you posted a user review on Netflix about a movie/tv

show?

# Answer Response %

1 0 129 90%

2 1-3 10 7%

3 4-6 3 2%

4 7+ 2 1%

Total 144 100%

Statistic Value
Min Value 1
Max Value 4
Mean 1.15
Variance 0.26
Standard Deviation 0.51
Total Responses 144
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10. Do you link your Netflix account with your

Facebook account?

# Answer Response %

1 Yes 8 6%

2 No 136 94%

Total 144 100%

Statistic Value
Min Value 1
Max Value 2
Mean 1.94
Variance 0.05
Standard Deviation 0.23
Total Responses 144

11. In general, how important is your privacy?

# Answer Response %

1
Extremely
Unimportant (1)

5 3%

2 2 4 3%

3 3 3 2%

4 Neutral (4) 16 11%

5 5 30 21%

6 6 31 22%

7
Extremely
Important (7)

55 38%

Total 144 100%
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Statistic Value
Min Value 1
Max Value 7
Mean 5.60
Variance 2.39
Standard Deviation 1.55
Total Responses 144

12. How many people do you share your Netflix

account with?

# Answer Response %

1 0 34 24%

2 1-2 69 48%

3 3-4 32 22%

4 5-6 6 4%

5 7+ 3 2%

Total 144 100%

Statistic Value
Min Value 1
Max Value 5
Mean 2.13
Variance 0.80
Standard Deviation 0.89
Total Responses 144
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13. Have you created an individual user profile on

your Netflix account?

# Answer Response %

1 Yes 62 56%

2 No 48 44%

Total 110 100%

Statistic Value
Min Value 1
Max Value 2
Mean 1.44
Variance 0.25
Standard Deviation 0.50
Total Responses 110
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14. Please evaluate to what extent you agree or

disagree with each of the following statements based

on your personal experience with Netflix.

# Question
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree
Neither
Agree nor
Disagree

Agree
Strongly
Agree

Total
Response

s
Mean

1

My user
profile is
secure
from
others
on the
same
account.

17 28 13 1 3 62 2.11

2

I would
like the
ability to
passwor
d
protect
my user
profile
from
other
individu
als
under
the
same
account.

6 15 18 17 6 62 3.03
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3

I'm
satisfied
with the
current
level of
security
my user
profile
offers
from
others
on the
same
account.

3 11 15 25 8 62 3.39

4

I don't
want
anyone
having
access
to my
viewing
history.

6 23 43 41 31 144 3.47

5

What I
watch
on
Netflix is
nobody
else's
busines
s.

3 14 37 48 42 144 3.78
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6

I'm okay
with
sharing
some of
my
persona
l
viewing
history
on
Facebo
ok with
just my
friends.

42 40 19 40 3 144 2.46

Statistic

My user
profile is
secure from
others on the
same account.

I would like
the ability to
password
protect my
user profile
from other
individuals
under the

same account.

I'm satisfied
with the

current level
of security
my user

profile offers
from others
on the same
account.

I don't want
anyone

having access
to my
viewing
history.

What I watch
on Netflix is
nobody else's
business.

I'm okay with
sharing some
of my
personal
viewing
history on
Facebook
with just my
friends.

Min Value 1 1 1 1 1 1
Max Value 5 5 5 5 5 5
Mean 2.11 3.03 3.39 3.47 3.78 2.46
Variance 0.99 1.31 1.16 1.26 1.08 1.52
Standard
Deviation

0.99 1.14 1.08 1.12 1.04 1.23

Total
Responses

62 62 62 144 144 144
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15. What is your current age?

# Answer Response %

1
Under 20 years
old

2 1%

2 21-30 106 74%

3 31-40 24 17%

4 41-50 7 5%

5
51 years old or
older

4 3%

Total 143 100%

Statistic Value
Min Value 1
Max Value 5
Mean 2.34
Variance 0.52
Standard Deviation 0.72
Total Responses 143

16. What is your gender?

# Answer Response %

1 Male 53 37%

2 Female 89 62%

3 Other 1 1%

Total 143 100%
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Statistic Value
Min Value 1
Max Value 3
Mean 1.64
Variance 0.25
Standard Deviation 0.50
Total Responses 143

17. What is the highest level of education you have

completed?

# Answer Response %

1
Under High
School

0 0%

2
High School
Graduate or
equivalent

10 7%

3
Bachelor's or
Associate's
Degree

76 53%

4
Master's Degree
or higher

57 40%

Total 143 100%

Statistic Value
Min Value 2
Max Value 4
Mean 3.33
Variance 0.36
Standard Deviation 0.60
Total Responses 143
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18. What is the current size of your household?

(Including roommates and/or family members)

# Answer Response %

1 1 28 20%

2 2-3 86 60%

3 4-5 18 13%

4 6+ 11 8%

Total 143 100%

Statistic Value
Min Value 1
Max Value 4
Mean 2.08
Variance 0.63
Standard Deviation 0.79
Total Responses 143
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19. What is you annual USD salary?

# Answer Response %

1 Under $20,000 63 45%

2 $20,001-$40,000 31 22%

3 $40,001-$60,000 18 13%

4 $60,001-$80,000 17 12%

5
$80,001-$100,00
0

9 6%

6 Over $100,000 3 2%

Total 141 100%

Statistic Value
Min Value 1
Max Value 6
Mean 2.20
Variance 1.95
Standard Deviation 1.39
Total Responses 141

20. Are you currently enrolled in MKT318/618?

# Answer Response %

1 Yes 45 36%

2 No 81 64%

Total 126 100%
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Statistic Value
Min Value 1
Max Value 2
Mean 1.64
Variance 0.23
Standard Deviation 0.48
Total Responses 126
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21. Please enter your 8 digit UMID in order to receive

credit, and press >>
Text Response
34298968
79334200
65998271
72233357
64095556
82991300
67156432
41142000
17979526
20625150
75402896
79334200
43792984
11235052
33269253
41453877
91378240
14699982
08051228
49769445
41182510
93144705
18821030
64121024
60163778
63380703
58632195
13495736
15204489
75498060
88898032
72682982
68015218
16840309
91097742
61312048
5843 4330
78889158
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55926322
86783129
00874168
44967435
05355222
06622149
16516059

Statistic Value
Total Responses 45
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